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ABSTRACT
The breeding structure of Mus musculus was investigated by 
studying ecological and genetic aspects of field data collected from four 
farms in Essex County, Ontario and by following the behaviour of mice in 
populations cages.
Extensive trapping during a 15 month period showed a significant 
deviation from the lil sex ratio of adult animals with the buildings 
favouring females (500:225) and fields favouring males (6 5:25). Trap- 
and-release methods showed limited movement between field and buildings 
(7$ or 6/85) as well as within buildings with the average distance 
travelled being 2 .9  feet in the corn crib, 18.6 feet in the barn and 
218 feet in the fields.
Four of the seven loci examined revealed the existence of
oligogenic polymorphisms. These were the Hb locus, the Es-2 locus, the
Ea-1 locus and the A locus. The overall frequencies of the less common
alleles at these loci are: 0 .07^ t .009 for the Hbd allele; 0.255 t  .019
for the Es-2a allele; and 0.017 - .005 for the Aw allele. At the Ea-1
locus the frequencies of the Ea-laj Ea-l^ and Ea-1° were O.I72 *  .022,*
0.259 t  .026 and O .569 t .O5O respectively. Significant differences in
the frequencies of the various alleles were obtained between buildings as
well as between farms. The two extremes of the less common alleles are;
0.159 ancl 0.010 for the Hbd allele; 0.1+10 and 0.1+9 f°r the Es-2a allele;
and 0.125 and 0.000 for the Aw allele. Evidence is presented which favours
genetic drift over selection as the explanation for these differences in
allelic frequencies between localities
ii
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A significant numerical deficiency of heterozygotes at both the 
Hb and Es-2 loci may be explained in several ways but only one, subdivision 
of the whole population, affects both loci simultaneously and similarly.
A measure of this subdivision of the population, the inbreeding coefficient, 
was calculated to be approximately 0.15 for both the Hb and Es-2 locus.
Using the two extremes of the inbreeding coefficients obtained in the 
various localities and the migration rate of 7$, observed between buildings 
and fields as well as Wright's population models, the size of the panmictic 
unit was estimated to fall between 9 and 25. This range is also supported 
by some trapping data.
Laboratory studies utilizing population cages showed that domi­
nant males set up discrete, stable territories which were fiercely defended. 
Females are not passive but also defend a territory. These are not as 
effectively defended as those of the males. Limited female movement 
between established demes may be responsible for some genetic exchange 
between them. The rest of the genetic exchange probably occurs during the 
establishment of new breeding units. This approach suggests that the 
size of the breeding unit is somewhat smaller than those given above.
Finally, the effect of general population structuring and small 
breeding units in evolution is discussed.
iii
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Although the house mouse (Mus musculus L.) has been the object 
of extensive research, very little information is available about genetic 
aspects of natural Mus musculus populations. Particular attention has 
been paid to the ecology of natural populations and only recently limited 
attention has been focussed on the genetic aspect (Dunn, 1957 a, bj 
Lewontin and Dunn, i960; Anderson, Beasley and Dunn, 196^; Petras, 1965). 
The present study is an attempt to supplement the genetic information of 
natural populations of the house mouse.
A brief review of the studies on this ubiquitous species, which 
originated in grain-producing agricultural areas of central Asia (Dykstra, 
1950) and has long been associated more or less intimately with human 
habitation, shows that most ecologists have been concerned primarily with 
the population dynamics of the mouse. For instance Laurie,(19^6) Southern 
and Laurie (19^ -6) and Crowcroft and Rowe (1958, 19^1, I963) were interested 
in such aspects as control measures, population fluctuations, distribution 
of age groups, sex ratios, rate of mortality, degree of movement and daily 
activity of populations in English corn ricks and feed storage houses con­
taining high densities of house mice. Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1950) reported in 
detail the behaviour of mice in vacated barracks in Germany. Similarly 
Petrusewicz and Andrzejewski (1962) described the behaviour of natural 
populations of Mus musculus in Poland.
Of the North American studies most are also concerned with the
1-
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2measurement of various ecological aspects of natural populations. Evans 
(19^9) investigated a population of house mice, following a period of local 
abundance in California, for factors affecting growth of natural populations, 
age structuring, effect of predation on population trends and movement of 
animals. In Wisconsin, Young, Strecker and Emlen (1950) studied social 
behaviour, reproduction and population changes of Mus musculus. Brown 
(1955) studied the behaviour of Maryland house mice on a farm as well as 
in the laboratory. Justice (1962) reported the effect of such ecological 
factors as flooding, burning and trampling at several Arizona localities.
Limited attention has also been given to genetically important 
aspects of house mouse populations. Unfortunately many of the variants 
found in the laboratory are not found under the more stringent natural 
conditions and so are of very little value in this type of study (Petras, 
I965). Only a handful of genetic variants have been found useful in 
such investigations. These include the agouti locus (Engels, 19M3; Philip, 
1938), skeletal variations (Weber, 1950; Gruneberg, 1952; Deol, 1958;
Berry, 1965) and the T locus (Dunn and Suckling, 1958; Dunn, 1957 a,
Lewontin and Dunn, i960; Anderson, Dunn and Beasley, 196^). The limitations 
of these systems have been discussed by Petras (1965).
In an effort to find more suitable genetic markers, Petras (19^5) 
turned to the examination of the electrophoretic patterns of a number of 
proteins e.g. hemoglobins, transferrins, prealbumin esterases and albumin- 
associated esterases. From the data obtained, Petras (19^5) was able to 
show the existence of breeding structure in natural populations and to 
estimate some of the parameters associated with this structuring.
In the present study in an effort to obtain a clearer picture 
of such factors as deme size, rate of exchange of genetic material between
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3demes or breeding units, the effect of farming practices on the natural 
populations and the fluctuations in allelic frequencies (l) much larger 
samples from more restricted localities were examined, (2) the number of 
genetic symtems used was increased by the addition of erythrocytic este­
rases and erythrocytic antigens, and (3 ) population cages were used to 
supplement the data obtained from natural populations.
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CHAPTER I I
STUDY OF NATURAL POPULATIONS
A. Ecological Data
1. Trapping Areas and Procedures
To learn more about population structuring of natural Mus 
musculus, an extensive trapping programme was carried out in and around 
various buildings situated on several farms in Essex County, Ontario.
Farm A  is located seven miles southeast of Windsor (Fig. 1).
The farm is in a rundown condition and all buildings are badly in need of 
repair. Numerous pigs, chickens, cows and dogs were found roaming at 
will and scattering an abundance of food about the farm buildings.
Trapping was concentrated in the barn, corn crib and pig pen, with maximum 
distance between any two buildings being 65 feet.
In the barn, hay and oats were stored. The hay loft was located 
immediately above the grain bin. During the early spring, while the hay 
supply was at its lowest level, trapping was centralized in the grain bin 
since this seemed to be the major food source. During the early summer, 
the oat supply was depleted and the hay replenished and, therefore, traps 
were moved to convenient places along walls and on beams in the hay loft.
The corn crib contained corn the year round with the lowest 
level being reached just before the harvest in October at which time the 
crib was refilled. Traps were placed at suitable positions along the outer 
walls of the crib.
Trapping was also simultaneously carried out in the pig pen which 
housed numerous pigs throughout the year. Pig meal, stored in a barrel,
u
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5was the only edible material available at all times.
Ground cover between buildings was sparse. Considerable cover 
was available in an overgrown dry ditch running the length of the farm 
just 20 feet south of the corn crib. Oats (Avena sp.), corn (Zea sp.) 
and soybeans (Soja sp.) in adjacent fields (Fig. 1) also provided cover 
and food.
Trapping in a corn crib and granary on two farms located within 
one mile east of Farm A , yielded very few mice and so was discontinued 
after a short time.
Farm B is located two miles east of Windsor and five miles south­
west of Farm A. During the early summer of 1965, trapping was concentrated 
in four buildings: West Corn Crib, East Corn Crib, Granary and Big Rabbit
Hutch (Fig. 2). The two large corn cribs contained corn for about nine 
months of the year, while the barn housed a large granary in which oats 
were stored the year round. Some straw cover was available in a loft 
located adjacent to the granary.
Several dogs and cats were present at all times but the live­
stock was confined to an enclosed area. Approximately 200 rabbits were 
housed in a number of buildings scattered about the farm yard. The 
rabbit hutches were stocked with food and water throughout the year.
The traps used were 2-1/2 in. X 2 in. X 8 in., constructed of 
1/8 in. Masonite. A treadle held the door in an open position. As soon 
as a mouse entered and depressed the treadle, the door fell and locked 
itself in a closed position thus preventing escapes and multiple entries.
Traps were set in convenient places in the evening and were 
either picked up in the morning or they were allowed to remain open for 
the complete day. If the temperature dropped below 50°F. at night or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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rose above 85°F. during the day, the former procedure was followed in 
order to avoid death due to exposure. Bait, consisting of rolled oats 
and peanut butter, was used in the field trapping only.
2. Sex Ratio of Captured Animals
(a) In Buildings
Samples from various buildings in Essex County revealed the 
presence of 3OO adult females and only 225 adult males. This differed 
significantly from a 1 :1 sex ratio (x^ = 1 0.71, d.f. = 1, P < 0 .01), 
(Table 1). But sub-adult (less than 6 weeks old) males (105) outnumber 
sub-adult females (80). The overall malejfemale ratio does not differ 
significantly from the expected 1 :1 sex ratio (X^ = 2 .96, d.f. => 1,
P =-0.10).
(b) Outside of Buildings
Traps were set approximately three days a week from May to
October in a twenty foot grid in the fields and around buildings of Farm
A (Fig. 1). All animals were marked, sexed and released (Table 2).
Most of the animals captured were adult males (73$) and when
2
compared to a 1:1 sex ratio, the difference was significant (X = 18.6, 
d.f. = 1, P < 0.001). Very few juvenile animals were captured (8$).
(c) Discussion
The results in the buildings agree with those found by other
workers. Laurie (19^6) found more females than males of all weights 
«
(ages) in samples taken from corn ricks, while Southwick (1958), in a 
study of complete rick populations of varying density, found a significant 
excess of females above 12.5 S- but no significant difference below this
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 1
Sex Ratio of Animals Captured in Various Buildings
Year Locality
Adult
Males
Per cent 
of Adult 
Males
Adult
Females
Juvenile
Males
Per cent of 
Juvenile 
Males
Juvenile
Females Total
FARM A
Barn 58 51 55 1^ 3 6if 2lf 180
196H- Corn Crib 68 k2 5^ 51 32 228
Pig Pen 7 k l 8 It 66 2 21
Total 122 k6 157 81 58 58 lf28
Barn 2 0 0 0 2
I965 Corn Crib 2k 55 kk If . 2 7if
Pig Pen 0 ___ 1 0 0 1
Total 26 57 b5 If 66 2 77
196^ Barn 60 52 55 U5 6lf 2lf 182
^ Corn Crib 92 ko 138 38 55 5*f 302
I965 Fig Pen 7 9 if 2 22
Total 159 kk 202 85 59 60 506
Miscellaneous 2 22 7 0 0 9
FARM B
Granary l k 55 28 if 7 53
. ✓>. Rabbit Hutch 7 29 17 10 8 lf2
^ West Corn Crib 22 58 16 5 5 lf8
East Corn Crib 21 in 50 l 0 - 52
Total 6k ia 91 20 50 20 195
OVERALL TOTAL 225 it3 300 105 57 80 710
10
TABLE 2
Sex Ratio of Animals Caught Outside of Buildings
Adult
Males
Adult
Females
Juvenile
Males
Juvenile
Females Total
Farm A 
196^ 5^ (7b f 19 k 3 80
1965 9 (69) k 0 1 llr
TOTAL 63 (73) 23 k . k 9h
Percentage of males, in parentheses, based on adults only.
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weight. Rowe, Taylor and Chudley (1964) also found that adult females 
were significantly more numerous than adult males, but as in the present 
study, the sub-adult males outnumbered the females. In Rowe's case, the 
excess in sub-adult females may be due to the fact that some pregnant sub­
adult females were heavy enough to qualify for the adult weight class.
This problem was not encountered in the current study.
A breakdown of-the sex ratio data shows significant differences 
from one building to the next. The percentage of adult males varied from 
29 percent in the rabbit hutch to 58 percent in the. west corn crib of 
Farm B.. Juvenile males varied, from 51 percent in the Farm A corn crib 
to 64 percent in the Farm A barn. Variations can-be. attributed .to two 
factors: (l). the differences in the size of various buildings, and
(2) the sampling errors involved.
The percentage of adult males in the field (73$) greatly exceeds 
the percentage found in buildings (4j5$). One possible explanation is that 
maturing males in buildings fight for a territory with the dominant males. 
The defeated animals either become subordinates or are driven out of the 
deme. It may be these animals that are found wandering about in the fields, 
looking for a vacant habitat. Migration studies (see page 14) show that 
these animals cover a large territory thus suggesting a non-stable home 
range. The presence of females in the fields may be due to over-crowding 
in some of the buildings and some of the animals, both females and 
juveniles, therefore, are forced out because of the lack of nesting space. 
Since several pregnant and lactating females were captured in the fields, 
some of the captured juveniles may have been born and reared in the field.
In general, the females living in the fields were found to move over a 
larger area than the home range in buildings.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The rabbit hutch was of interest to the study for several reasons. 
Firstly, the building was small enough (10 ft. X lk ft.) to support a 
limited number of mice. Secondly, a basket filled with corn at all times 
was permanently located in one corner of the hutch as a food source for 
the rabbits. All of the animals were captured in the immediate vicinity 
of this basket. Thirdly, only adult animals were captured during the first 
few days of trapping and then only immature animals, some of which were 
only about two weeks old. This may be due to the fact that most adults 
had been captured and as a result the juveniles had to leave the nest in 
search of food.
The above suggests that almost all, if not all, of the animals 
had been captured and that all are probably members of a single deme or 
at most several demes associated with the rabbit hutch. The sex and age 
distributions (three adult females per adult male) may closely approximate 
the situation existing in a single deme of a natural Mus musculus population.
5. Movement of Animals
(a) Within a Corn Crib
Traps were set in approximately a two-foot grid along the outer 
walls of the corn crib and on the top of the corn. Exact distances between 
traps were recorded. The traps were checked each morning and the animals 
were sexed, aged, ear-punched and toe-clipped for later identification, 
and then released at the spot of capture. Over a two month period a careful 
record of the location of all captures was kept (Table 3).
For females the longest recorded movement was three feet while 
for males it was ten feet. The greater distance covered by the males may 
support the hypothesis previously proposed in the sex ratio studies, i.e.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
TABLE 3
Movement of Animals in a Corn Crib
Total
Captured
Number of 
Animals 
Recaptured
Number^ of 
Recaptures
Average
Distance
Between
Captures
(feet)
Longest
Movement
Recorded
(feet)
Adult Males 23 10 18 . k .2 10
Juvenile
Males 2 2 5.0 6
Total
£X
12 20 Ave. if. 3
Adult
Females 31 9 12 1.0 3
Juvenile
Females _8 _2 _3 h i 3
Total 22 11 15 Ave. 1.1
OVERALL
TOTAL. 66 23 ,55 Ave; 2.9
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most males are in search of a new territory of their own and therefore 
travel a greater distance.
(b) Within a Barn
Traps were set at measured distances in the oat bin and hay 
loft. During a three month period most of the animals were captured and 
marked in the oat bin (Table 4). Many of the animals marked in the oat 
bin were recaptured in the hay loft and vice versa. The average distance 
between recaptures was 18.6 feet with no significant difference between 
male and female distances. Similar results have been recorded in the 
literature.
Brown (1953) found the average distance travelled in buildings 
to be I7 .2  feet with the longest move being 79 feet but 97»7$ °f fhe animals 
moved no more than 50 feet. Young et. al. (1950)., iu a study of two 
heated buildings with food scattered about at various localities, found 
that the average distance travelled was 12 feet with 90$ of the movements 
less than 30 feet and 70$ less than 10 feet.
(c) In the Fields
An extensive trapping programme was carried out with traps set 
in a twenty foot grid in the oat fields, soybean field, and corn field as 
well as in the area between buildings (see Fig. 1). Table 5 summarizes 
the results of this study.
Of the 32 recaptures, the average distance travelled between 
captures was 98 feet. A single juvenile male travelled 400 feet while 
an adult female travelled 38O feet. Males on the average moved 69 feet 
whereas females moved an average of 218 feet between recaptures. One 
adult female was recaptured four times during an 85-day span. The average 
number of days between recaptures for the adult males was 8 days while for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 1*
Movement of Animals Within a Barn
Total
Captured
Number of 
Animals 
Recaptured
Average 
Number of Distance 
Recaptures Between 
Captures
(feet)
Longest
Movement
Recorded
(feet)
Adult Males lk if 7 21.5 55
Juvenile Males 6 _k _k 10.5 20
Total 20 _8 11 Ave. 17.k
Adult Females 11 25.8 to
Juvenile Females _k _2 _2 12.5 15
Total 15 _6 Jo Ave. 20.8
OVERALL TOTAL 55 lk 17 Ave. 18.6
TABLE 5 
Movement of Animals in Fields
Total
Captured
Number of 
Animals 
Recaptured
Number of 
Recaptures
Average
Distance
Between
Captures
(feet)
Longest
Movement
Recorded
(feet)
Adult Males 65 17 2k 5k 220
Juvenile Males k 1 1 koo
Ave. 69
too
Adult Females 25 5 6 223 380
Juvenile Females if 1 l 200 
Ave. 218
200
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the females it was 21 days.
The low number of multiple recaptures did not permit a suitable 
determination of a mouse's home range but from the data obtained it became 
clear that the animals moved considerably and that no mouse was confined 
to a small area. This suggests that the animals did not establish nests 
or form stable family units in the field. Only eight juveniles were 
captured and this lends further support to the existence of a shifting,
home-seeking population of mice in the fields.
Thirty-five per cent of the animals in the barn, 1)0$ of the 
animals in the corn crib but only 2yjo of the animals in the field were 
recaptured. The latter is probably due to a greater turnover of mice
and therefore supports the hypothesis that the animals in the field are
migrants and not stable residents. These conclusions are similar to those 
reached by Justice (1962): "Even though the house mice are found to
travel a great distance, few, if any, of the mice found in the fields will 
survive and contribute to the gene pool in buildings".
(d) Between Fields and Buildings 
To check movement between buildings, traps were set simultaneously 
in the corn crib, barn, pig pen, the various fields and in the area between 
the buildings. Except for the winter months (November to May) trapping was 
carried out from May, 196^ to August, I965.
A total of 257 animals were toe-clipped and ear-punched for later 
identification and 85 of these animals were recaptured during the trapping 
period. Of these 85 , six animals moved either from a building to the field 
or vice versa (Table 6). No migration between buildings was detected. All 
movements into the buildings occurred after September 25th. One adult 
female moved from the corn crib into the oat field and was again recaptured
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TABLE 6
Movement of Animals Between Buildings and 
Fields on Farm A
Animals Movement Days Between 
Captures
Distance
Travelled
(feet)
Adult Male North Oat Field into Pig Pen 67 60
Juvenile Male Pig Pen into Corn Field 22 380
Adult Female Corn Crib into South Oat Field 83 30
Adult Female South Oat Field into Corn Crib 16 38O
Adult Female Corn Crib into South 
back into Corn Crib
Field and
235 IfO
Juvenile Female South Oat Field into Corn Crib 35 200
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in the corn crib the following summer, seven months later.
|
i The migration rate in the current study, 0.07 (6/8 5) agrees with
the values found by other workers in the field. Petrusewicz and Andrzejewski 
(1962) found that 5$ (21/429) of the mice moved from or into a building.
Evans (1949) reported a 2fo (4/255) migration rate. One of the few instances 
of movements between buildings I7$ (2/l2) was reported by Petras (1965). 
Frequent inspection and occasional trapping by Brown (1955) °f buildings 
adjacent to a hay barn showed no movement between them and the surrounding 
fields.
(e) Continuity of a Population
Shortly before the new crop of corn was added to the crib in 
October, a 30 inch plastic barrier was placed around the crib and all of 
the remaining corn was removed. A few animals escaped but most animals 
were examined, marked and then released into the pile of corn which had 
been moved back into the crib. Of the 42 animals caught in this manner, 
three males and six females had been previously marked in June.
Further trapping during I965 resulted in another three males and 
six females being recaptured. These animals had been previously marked 
either during July (6 animals) or in the October raid (3 animals).
This indicates that some of the animals remained in the same 
area for over a year. Such a residual population, if composed of randomly 
selected individuals, may at the same time preserve genetic polymorphisms 
and also permit a fluctuation of frequencies'from generation to-generation 
and locality to locality.
(f) Effect of Farming Practices
Farming practices differ from one area to another, depending on 
the climate. The Essex County growing season, i.e. frost-free days,
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extends from approximately the first day of May until the end of September. 
From September'to May the temperature rarely falls below 0°F. and the 
snowfall is light. During this period none of the fields are disturbed 
by the plough.
To obtain some idea of how these farming practices affect the 
mice, trapping was carried out from the time shortly after the field was 
ploughed until the crops were harvested. No mice were captured in an 
open field lacking cover. All of the animals during the initial trapping 
period were captured in the shallow, overgrown, dry ditch.
As soon as the oats were approximately six inches high and when 
they provided considerable ground cover, several animals were picked up as 
far as 80 ft. from the ditch. The density of mice increased until the 
oats were harvested, leaving a six inch straw cover and a considerable 
quantity of seeds. Although the population declined, mice were captured 
for another two months in this area. Much of the seed sprouted giving 
rise to a liberal green growth by the middle of September. No animals 
were captured in the oat fields after the first frost on October 2nd.
The corn and soybean fields gave similar results . As soon as 
the corn ripened and the soybeans lost their leaves, the population declined, 
probably due to lack of cover. Again, no animals were captured after the 
first frost.
From the above observations several conclusions can be reached. 
Cover and food must be present in order for. a field to be able to support 
aMus musculus population. Once the food supply and cover disappear, the 
density of mice declines and eventually, with the onset of cold weather, 
the mice disappear from the fields.
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(g) Conclusions from Movement Data-
Trapping in the corn crib and barn indicates that mice are 
confined to relatively small areas within the buildings and they usually 
do not venture far from these areas. Field studies reveal a greater 
movement between recaptures and a lower . percent of recaptures. These 
suggest that there is greater movement and turnover of animals in the 
field and therefore the field population could be considered to be migra­
tory. Some mice remained in a single area for over a year. Limited 
physical movement (7$) was found to occur between buildings and the fields.
Support for movement of mice into buildings for the winter was 
obtained since of the 9^ animals marked in the field, four were recaptured 
In buildings 1 These movements into buildings all occurred after September1 
25th. Similar results were obtained in the barn where three females and 
one male, were recaptured on October 2nd. They were marked in the barn in 
July but were not recaptured until this time. It is possible to speculate 
that these four animals had been out in the field and now moved in with the 
approach of winter and the lack of food and cover.
Although the evidence is limited, it does suggest that some of 
the animals remain while others return to the buildings for the winter 
and possibly establish new demes.
B. Genetic Data
1. Introduction
Various investigators have uncovered biochemical variants in the 
house mouse and have determined their inheritance (shreffler, i960; Popp 
and Popp, 1962; Petras, 19&3)• These biochemical variants can be displayed 
with starch-gel electrophoresis because they involve modifications of
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molecular size and/or electrical charge of a protein. The patterns obtained 
with specific .staining methods usually permit distinction between the two 
homozygotes and the heterozygote. In this manner it was possible to deter­
mine genotypic frequencies of a number of variants in several natural 
populations of Mus musculus.
2. Method
For the protein variants a sample of blood was obtained from the 
suborbital canthal sinus of a mouse by means of a 1.6-1.8 X 100 mm. 
capillary tube. Blood for hemoglobin typing was placed in 0.5 cc of 5$ 
sodium citrate immediately after bleeding and then washed three times in 
buffered saline. The cells were then lyzed by shaking in equal volumes 
of distilled water and toluene. For the esterases, two capillary tubes 
of blood were collected in sodium citrate rinsed tubes and then centrifuged 
for ten minutes to separate the cells and serum. Horizontal starch-gel 
electrophoresis was used for all systems except the erythrocytic esterases 
with a voltage drop of 6 volts/cm. applied for five hours at room tempera­
ture .
The procedure used for the serum esterases was slightly modified 
from the one described by Petras (1963). These changes included bleeding 
and running the electrophoresis on the same day and using Whatman No. 3 
filter paper instead of No. 1. Both of these changes improved the res­
olution of the electrophoretic separation.
Vertical starch-gel electrophoresis at 5°C. and a voltage drop 
of 6 volts/cm. for l k  hours was used in the study of non-specific erythro­
cytic esterases (Pelzer, 196^). The only alteration fromPelzer's proce­
dure was the use of a sodium hydroxide-boric acid gel buffer of pH 8.0.
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3* Genetics and Population Data for the Variants
(a) Hemoglobins
Because of its simplicity, starch-gel zone electrophoresis was
used to survey populations of animals for hemoglobin differences. This
method enabled Popp and St. Amand (i960) to confirm the conclusions of
Russell and Gerald (1958) that the single and diffuse patterns were
inherited as if controlled by a pair of alleles (HbS and Hbd) at a single
autosomal locus (Hb). Shreffler’ s technique (see Petras, 19^5) enabled
the distinction between homozygotes (HbS/HbS - single band and Hbd/Hbd -
one major band with a distinct trailing band) as well as the heterozygote
(HbS/Hbd - one major band with a gradually fading trailing band).
s d
The frequencies of the two alleles (Hb and Hb ) controlling the 
phenotypes of the hemoglobin, were estimated directly from the frequencies 
of zygotic types by the maximum likelihood estimates (Cotterman, 195^ -). 
These, together with their standard errors, are listed in Table 7 .
A test :of homogeneity (see Neel and Schull 195^* page 20^) was 
used to compare the frequencies of the alleles from the various localities.
^2 _ £ pX_^ j £ x , and d.f. = k - 1 
p q
where: p = frequency of one of the alleles.
p = pooled frequency of one of the alleles.
q = pooled frequency of the second allele.
X = numerical count of the allele which appears
with the frequency of p.
k = number of localities being compared.
Table 8 lists the resvilts of the homogeneity tests. Only two of
the comparisons, rabbit hutch vs. east corn crib and Farm A corn crib vs.
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TABLE 7
Distribution of Hemoblobin Phenotypes and Estimated Allelic Frequencies with their
Standard Errors (s) in Feral Populations of Mus Muscuius
Locality Year Single
Band
Phenotypes
Diffuse
wi th no
Trailing
Band
Diffuse 
wi th
Tr§IJiing
n
freq.
Hbs 
q + s
freq.
Hb 
p ± s
FARM A 
Barn Spring 196h 67 19 3 89 .860 + .026 .lkO
Spring l?6k 7a 3 0 79 .981 .020
Corn Crib Fall 196!+ kO 2 0 k2 .976 .02k
Spring 1Qo5 JO 3 0 33 • 955 .0k5
Total lk6 8 0 13k .97k ; .029 .026
Pig Pen l?6k 10 1 0 11 .955 i  .055 .0k5
Farm A Total 225 28 3 25 k •933 - *011 .067
Miscellaneous 196*4 8 l 0 9 . ?kk 1 .05k .05 6
FARM B 
Rabbit Hutch 196? 30 11 0 ki .866 i .037 .13k
Granary 19c9 *49 1 0 50 .990 1 .010 .010
East Corn Crib lp6? 3k s0 k kk .8kl ± .039 .159
Vest Corn Crib 196?
„ y
■“'C* 0 ko .990 ± .02k
Farr.'. 3 Total lk 9 K 175 .91k t  .013 -r r,-l -
OVERALL TOTAL 3S0 51 "7 k;S .926 .cc? .07k .00?
214-
TABLE 8
Test :of Homogeneity for Hemoblobins 
Between Various Buildings
Comparison X2 d.f. P
Locality: Farm A
Corn Crib, Spring 196^ vs. Fall 196^ 
vs. Spring 1965 2.05 2 > .50
Barn vs. Pig Pen vs. Corn Crib Pooled 2k. 69 2 < .0 0 1
Barn vs. Corn Crib Pooled 25 .00 1 < .001
Locality: Farm B 
All Buildings 17.91 5 < .001
Rabbit Hutch vs. Granary 11.62 1 < .01
•Rabbit Hutch vs. East Corn Crib 0 .2 8 1 > .50
Rabbit Hutch vs. West Corn Crib : M 3 1 < .0 5
Granary vs. East Corn Crib lit. 75 1 < .001
Granary vs. West C o m  Crib k.Ok 1 < .0 5
East Corn Crib vs. West Corn Crib 5.21 1 < .025
Farm A Pooled vs. Farm B Pooled 5 .9 2 1 < .05
Farm A Barn vs. Farm B Granary 15.01 1 < .001
Farm A Corn Crib vs. Farm B West 
Corn Crib 1.867 1 > .20
Farm A Corn Crib vs. Farm B East 
Corn Crib 26 .0 1 < .001
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Farm B west corn crib, did not show any significant difference in the 
frequencies of the two aileles.
(b) Fastest Migrating Serum Esterases
The inheritance of variations involving the fastest migrating 
serum esterases component (Serum esterase l) was described by Petras (1963). 
This two-allele one-locus system enables the distinction of three different 
patterns with a-naphthal butyrate. These two alleles, designated as Es-2 
(allele resulting in the apparent absence of the first band) and Es-2^ 
(allele resulting in the presence of the first band) lack dominance. The 
homozygotes, Es-2a/Es-2a and Es-2^/Es-2^, demonstrate no first band and a 
dark first band respectively while the heterozygote, Es-2a f l .B-20, gives a 
light first band.
The maximum likelihood method was also used to estimate directly 
the frequencies of the two alleles at the Es-2 locus. These frequencies 
together with their standard errors are listed in Table 9 . Homogeneity 
tests (Table 10) show that in Farm B there is a significant difference in 
allelic frequencies in all cases except granary vs. west corn crib and 
perhaps the west corn crib and east corn crib (0.05 >  P <0.06).
Farm A yielded 38 heterozygotes observed compared to 30 hetero­
zygotes expected. These animals had been confined in the laboratory for 
one year before they were tested for the esterase. Perhaps differential 
mortality during this long confinement gave rise to the deviation of the 
zygotic frequencies observed.
(c) Non-specific Erythrocytic Esterases
Pelzer (I96I+) described the genetics of the non-specific erythro­
cytic esterase component in various inbred strains of mice. The two loci
8 b
of interest were the Ee-1 locus with two alleles Ea-1 and Ee-1 and the
’20930
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TABLE 9
Distribution of Serum Esterase I Phenotypes and Estimated Frequencies 
With Their Standard Errors,(s); in Feral Populations of Mus
Musculus
Locality n
Phenotypes
freq. of 
Es-2a 
p t  s
freq. of 
Es-2b 
q. i s
Absent Light Dark
FARM A
Barn 33 3 18 12 .3 64 .636
Corn Crib 28 2 19 7 .410 .590
Miscellaneous 5 0 1 h .100 .900
Total 66 _5 f3 .364 t  .042 .636 I .042
FARM B
Rabbit Hutch 41 0 4 37 .049 i .023 .951 ± .023
West Corn Crib uo 1 14 23 .200 3 .045 .800 i .045
East Corn Crib 44 . 7 15 22 .330 t .050 .670 t .050
Granary k9 _2 12 35 .163 + .037 .837 ± .037
Total I j k 10 45 119 .187 ± .021 .813 t .021
OVERALL TOTAL 240 15 83 142 .235 + .019 .765 i. .019
ruCT\
2 7
TABLE 10
Tests of Homogeneity for Es-2 Allelic Frequencies 
Between Various Buildings
Comparison x 2 d . f . p
Locality: Farm A 
All Buildings 3.65 2 > .10
Barn vs. Corn Crib 0.30 1 > .50
Locality: Farm B
All Buildings 22.30 3 < .001
Rabbit Hutch vs. Granary 5-89 1 < .02
Rabbit Hutch vs. East Corn Crib 21.38 1 < .001
Rabbit Hutch vs. West Corn Crib 8.75 1 < .01
Granary vs. East Corn Crib 7.13 1 < .01
Granary vs. West Corn Crib O.5I+ 1 > .50
East Corn Crib vs. West Corn Crib 3.72 1 < .06
Farm A Corn Crib vs. East Corn Crib; 
Farm B 0.96 1 > .25
Farm A Corn Crib vs. West Corn Grib 7.12 1 < .01
Farm A Barn vs. Farm B Granary 8.87 1 < .01
Farm A Pooled vs. Farm B Pooled I6 .8 3 1 <.00!
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Ee-2 locus with the Ee-2 and Ee-2 alleles. At the Ee-1 locus, it was
fl b
possible to distinguish between the heterozygote (Ee-1 /Ee-1 , both fast 
and slow bands) and the two homozygotes (Ee-la/Ee-la , faster migrating 
band* Ee-l^/Ee-1^ , slower migrating band). The Ee-2 locus gave a pattern 
in which the genotype Ee-20/Ee-2° could be distinguished from the other 
two Ee-2a/Ee-2a and Ee-2&/Ee-2° but the latter two could not be separated.
Of the 57 animals tested, only 2 displayed the Ee-2 band. No 
further analysis of this data was attempted at this time.
(d) Albumin-associated Serum Esterases
Popp and Popp (1962) examined 21 strains of inbred and three
strains of partially inbred mice and found a single band of esterase
activity, electrophoretically similar to serum albumin, in C57B1 and C57L
mice. All other strains examined displayed two bands of slightly slower
motility. Breeding studies revealed a one locus (Es-l), two co-dominant
allele (Es-la and Es-lb) mode of inheritance, with Es-la/Es-la mice having
b b
a faster band, Es-l /Es-l genotype resulting in two slower bands and
Es-Ia/Es-1^ animals having all three bands in the albumin region.
In the various populations sampled not much variation was
detected as most of the animals displayed the two slow-moving albumin-
associated esterase bands indicating the Es-l^/Es-l^ genotype. No Es-la/
Es-l animals were found but a few animals were questionably classified 
a 1 b
as the Es-l /Es-l genotype. Since the patterns contained were almost all
identical, the Es-l locus proved to be unsatisfactory for the study of
population structuring and therefore no further analysis of the data was
attempted. The present study however indicates that the frequency of the 
fl
Es-l allele in the natural populations sampled is at very best very low.
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(e) Transferrins
Shreffler (i960) on examining I3 inbred lines of mice found the 
existence of two types of iron-binding, (3-globulin components, usually 
referred to as transferrins or 6iderophilins. The two types appear to be 
under control of two co-dominant alleles (Trf-1 and Trf-2) at a single 
locus.
All of the populations sampled for the serum transferrins 
revealed the presence of only one type of component. It thus appears that 
all of the populations are homozygous for the Trf-2 allele.
(f) Blood Groups
Petras, Singer and Foster (I96U) showed the existence of an 
antigenic polymorphism in feral house mice. The erythrocytic antigenic 
phenotypes were designated A, AB, B and 0. From mating studies they
postulated a one-locus (autosomal), three-allele mode of inheritance.
& b *
The locus was designated Ea-1 with alleles Ea-1 (Type A), Ea-1 (Type B), 
and Ea-1° (non-reactive with known antisera, Type 0).
Blood samples were obtained from the suborbital canthal sinus, 
placed in 5$ sodium citrate immediately after bleeding and then washed 
three times in buffered saline. The cells were then subjected to the 
agglutination reactions using the standard saline agglutinin tube test, 
by Miss P. Tomlin at The University of Michigan. Table 11 summarizes the 
blood typing data for Farm A.
The corn crib and barn were compared by the procedure outlined 
by Neel and Schull on page 207 (195^)*
x 2 _ Spp Ipp + Sqq Iqq + 2 Sqp Ipq
n
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. TABLE 11
Estimated Allelic Frequencies of Antigenic Types and 
Standard Error (s) in Various Natural Populations of Mus Musculus
Sample Number
Ea-la
freq.
p i s
Ea-lb 
freq. 
q t s
Ea-1° 
freq. 
r i s
FARM A 
Barn 75 .26k - .039 .212 ± .035 .5214- ± .0U5
Corn Crib 75 .071 ± .021 .3^9 - -oMt .531 t .0U5
Barn, Corn Crib,
Pig Pen, Miscellaneous 161 .172 ± .022 .259 ± .026 .569 t .030
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where S = sum of appropriate squares of products
and I = amount of information or the invariance
for the appropriate genotype.
A chi-square value of 29.07, d.f. = 2 was obtained (P ^ 0.001).
Homogeneity tests revealed a difference in the two buildings mainly due
cl * •
to the frequency of the Ea-1 allele. Partitioning the total chi-square
2
showed that the difference i n ‘frequency of Type A resulted in X = 26.80,
d.f. = 2 (P < 0.001) difference in the frequency of Type B = 6.52, d.f. =
2 (P < 0£>5) and the difference in the frequency of Type 0 contributed only
4.57, d.f. = 2 (P 0 .10) to the total chi-square.
Petras (1964) in a study of polymorphisms in Michigan found the
ci b
frequency of the antigenic alleles to be: Ea-1 =g 0.185, Ea-1 '= 0.4l6 and
Ea-1° =0,599, A smaller Windsor sample collected from an area eight miles 
east of Farm A during 19o2, revealed the following frequencies: Ea-la = 0.p42 
Ea-jk a 0.286 and Ea-1° = 0„570» From thesedata it can be concluded that poly­
morphisms exist in several populations and that the frequency of the various 
alleles differ between localities.
(g) Ventrum Coat Colour
Examination of the Windsor populations revealed only ' one 
dominant allele, A^, the allele for white belly. This allele is dominant 
over the wild type agouti allele A (Little, 1916) and it results in a 
white to creamy white ventrum due to the absence of the dark apical band 
on each hair.
The phenotypes, gene frequencies and the standard errors 
observed in the populations are summarized in Table 12. An overall 
frequency of the AW allele in the 761 animals examined is O.OI7 .
Because of the lack of breeding studies, no test of goodness of 
fit is possible for the two allelic autosomal genes with dominance
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TABLE 12
Ventrum Coat Colour Phenotypes and Genotypes
Locality
Belly Colour 
White Grey
AWA
Total
freq. of A 
allele
freq. of AW 
allele
FARM B
Rabbit Hutch 0 k2 k2 1.000 i 0 .0 0 0 .000
Granary 12 ko 52 0 .8 7 7 - 0-033 0 .1 2 3 ± O.O33
East Corn Crib 6 52 58 0 .9^7 7 0.021 0.053 - 0.021
West Corn Crib J±9 0 .969 7 0.018 0 .031 ± 0 .018
Total 21 180 201 0 .9^6 t 0.011 0 .05b t 0 .011
FARM A ■
Barn 0 169 169 1.000 t 0 .000 0 .000
Corn Crib 3 270 273 0.995 ± 0 .0 0 3 0 .00b 7 0 .003
Pig Pen 0 19 19 1.000 - 0 .000 0 .000
Fields _2 97 99 0 .990 - 0 .009 0 .010 7 0 .009
Total _5 555 560 0 .996 - 0 .002 0 .00b 7 0 .002
OVERALL TOTAL 26 735 761 0.983 - 0.005 0 .017 7 0.005
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(Cotterman 196k, page ^52, in Kempthorne). For this reason a statistical
comparison of the allelic•frequencies m the various buildings cannot be made.
w
There is a substantial difference in the frequency of the A
allele between Farm A and Farm B (0.004 vs. 0.05*0. On Farm B there is a
w
substantial difference in the frequency of the A allele between the gra­
nary and oat bin (0 .1 2 3 vs. 0 .000) while the corn cribs appear to be similar.
Engels (194-8) in a. sample of 30, found 12 white-bellied mice, 
w
This high frequency of the A_ allele was possibly due to the fact that a
single deme was sampled. Dunn et. al. (i960) sampled 1*4- widely separated
areas and found the A_ allele in eight of these areas. Petras (1965), in
wsampling various Michigan populations, found the frequency of the A allele 
to be about 0 ,1 5.
Since no breeding analysis of white-bellied animals was made, 
and since modifiers are known which can affect belly colour, it can only 
be stated that the populations at the two farms are polymorphic for the 
gene or genes influencing the belly colour.
b. Discussion
An examination of the Hb, Es-2, Ea-1 and the A loci shows that 
in most cases there are significant differences in gene frequencies: from 
building to building as well as from Farm A to Farm B.
Homogeneity tests for the Hb locus show a significant difference 
in the allelic frequencies in all comparisons except rabbit hutch vs. 
west corn crib, Farm A corn crib vs. Farm B west corn crib, and the various 
sampling periods in Farm A corn crib. Similarly for the Es-2 locus, con­
sidering only Farm B (see page 2*0 j significant differences are present in 
all cases except granary vs. west corn crib. The Ea-1 locus at Farm A has
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| a significant difference in the allelic frequencies between the barn and|
I cl| corn crib mainly due to the Ea-1 allele. Although no statistical methods
| ~
| could be applied to the A locus, examination of Table 12 shows that the
allelic frequency of Aw varies from 0.00 to O.I2 3. These differences from 
one building to the next are found even though the distance between buildings 
in most cases in less than the average distance travelled by mice in the 
field (98 ft.) and none are separated by more than the farthest movement 
recorded (lj-00 ft.).
The two most probable explanations for the differences in allelic 
frequency between localities are: (l) genetic drift - chance occurrences
in sampling, and (2) natural selection - most fit genotypes determined by 
the environment which may vary from locality to locality. In all populations 
there are some random fluctuations in gene frequency because no set of 
gametes drawn from the parental population will have exactly the same gene 
frequency as the parental population, i.e. "the population of zygotes formed 
will not have precisely the same gene frequency as the population of gametes" 
(Ehrlich and Holm, l$6p).
The variations in frequencies of some of the alleles suggests that 
variations in selective forces acting on the genotypes are responsible.
This is especially demonstrated by a comparison of the frequencies of the 
Hb^, Es-2a, Ea-Ia, Ea-1^, and AW alleles in the Farm A barn vs. Farm A corn 
crib where the populations are obviously under different selective pressure. 
Also, similar environments should yield similar frequencies if selection is 
the cause of diversity. If the assumption is made that the mice in the two 
corn cribs of Farm B live under the same selective forces, and there is 
nothing that would indicate that this assumption should not be made, then 
the allelic frequencies should not differ significantly. However, the Hb
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and Es-2 loci show significant differences in allelic frequencies in sam-
pleas from these two. Such variations between two identical habitats can
best be attributed to genetic drift. However, the differences between corn
cribs and barn may also at least partly'be due to genetic drift.
A possible consequence of drift in a small population is either
fixation or the loss of a certain allele in the population and thus a
decay of variability due to the loss of heterozygotes (Li, 1955). There-
£
fore the absence of the Trf-1 and the probable absence of the Es-l and 
Ee-2a alleles in the natural populations could also be the result of 
genetic drift although selection cannot be eliminated as a factor respon­
sible for the lack of polymorphism at these loci.
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CHAPTER I I I
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN POPULATION CAGES
A. Introduction
The selected bibliographies of Staats (1958, 19&3) show that the 
social behaviour of groups of .inbred laboratory mice has received consider­
able attention. Uhrich (1938) demonstrated the relationship between 
fighting and social organization in small groups of albino mice. A 
classification of the major types of behavioural responses and a study of 
territoriality in domestic mice, confined to large pens, was made by Scott
(19^).
Fredericson (1950) stated that in the presence of ample food and 
water, "it was not completely possible to establish the role of territor­
iality in the elicitation of aggressive behaviour", and thus the mouse's 
aggressive behaviour came to be known as "spontaneous or non-competitive”. 
Strecker and Emlen (1953) as well as Southwick (1955 a, b). provided 
further information about social organization and the associated population 
trends in groups of wild house mice confined under specified conditions.
The mice, observed by Southwick (1955 a, 5) defended small areas around 
themselves. These areas were not stable and therefore cannot be designated 
as territories (Burt, 19^3)-
Blair (1953) states that no territorial drive has been observed 
in wild house mice. However, Brown (1953) studied groups of marked wild 
house mice which were confined to wire cages. He conducted two basic types 
of experiments; one on assembled populations and the other on growing
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populations, and thereby- demonstrated competition for social dominance and 
territory. Crowcroft (1555) Crowcroft and Rowe (1957, i958, 19°5) slso 
observed the establishment of discrete territories when mice were allowed 
to disperse into large pens. Crowcroft and Rowe (I963) point out that the 
establishment of definite territories may be due to the nature of the 
experimental conditions: namely, the artificial cover supplied. Anderson
and Hill (1965) demonstrated the establishment of male territories. The 
results of the present investigation support the conclusions of Brown, 
Crowcroft, Rowe: and Anderson.
Since considerable work has been done on inbred mice (see Staats, 
I958, I963) and since the work on wild populations has been primarily from 
an ecological point, it was decided to try to obtain the genetic effect of 
population structuring in Mus musculus. The experiments were designed to 
provide information about: (l) the establishement of demes; (2) the migration
rate or genetic exchange between established demes" (3 ) the effective 
breeding size; (k ) the relationship between dominant and subordinate males; 
and (5) the role of females in establishing territories.
It was hoped that these findings would give additional information 
about population structuring in the natural environment.
B. Description of Population Cages
Several investigators (Brown, 1953] Crowcroft and Rowe, 1963; 
Anderson and Hill, 19&5) have used population cages to study social behaviour 
of the house mouse. These cages were either too large to follow the activity 
of individual mice or they were too small to study the social behaviour of 
a growing population. To avoid these difficulties, population cages consis­
ting of a series of neat boxes and interconnecting runways were constructed.
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:] The nest boxes (8 in. X 10 in.) contained nesting material of
wood shavings and paper packing. Food hoppers in the boxes were kept 
| filled with Purina Laboratory Chow. Water was also in constant supply,
t In the approach to each nest box, a wire pin supported a hinged door in
the open position. This pin, when pulled, allowed the door to drop 
quickly and lock itself in a closed position thus trapping the animals 
inside. The runways (3 in. X 3 interconnecting the next boxes,
were constructed of hardware cloth (nine squares per square inch).
Pilot studies, in search of a design that would provide adequate 
cover for animal reproduction, began with an extended H-shaped construction. 
This, however, allowed the animals to be chased out of one box and directly 
into the opposite box, thereby disturbing that nest. Modifications were 
made until the system shown in Fig. 3 was developed.
In this system, to avoid the disturbance of nests, nest boxes 
were not placed at the end of runways but on spurs branching from these. 
Turns were also incorporated into the system to slow the animals down. A 
seven foot runway connected the two sides of the system. The total length 
of runways available to the mice was 110 feet and the total area of runway 
space was 3I sq. ft. This, together with the area of the sixteen nest 
boxes, gave a total area of i+0 sq. ft.
C. Experiments Using Population Cages
1. Pilot Run - Use of Five Phenotypes
The mice used in the initial experiment were of five different 
phenotypes - white belly, yellow belly, grey belly, brachy and white-tailed 
- all of which were descendants of wild stock reared in the laboratory.
The animals of each phenotype had previously been together in the same 
box and, therefore, contained a group of animals that could be considered
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ua family unit. It was hoped that the use of f:'ve phenotypes would enable 
the investigator to detect interbreeding.
In the establishment of a colony, the animals were simply placed 
into the next boxes shown (Fig. Ua) and allowed to move at will. The 
exploratory activity consisted of excursions of increasing length from the 
original nest box. Most mice returned to the box and repeated the above 
several times before they ventured to move completely around the pen. The 
first time that strangers met, they would both quickly turn and retreat 
to their original nest. As the surroundings became more familiar, subsequent 
encounters resulted in the mice sniffing each otherrs anal region for pur­
poses of identification. This action rarely resulting in fighting and 
usually the animals returned to their original nest. After several hours 
the exploratory activity ceased.
During the next two days considerable fighting was observed.
These fights ranged from a mere threat to a vicious encounter. In some 
cases two combatants would lock together, bite each other's tail region and 
at the same time emit a squeaking sound. Some of these fights lasted only 
several seconds while others lasted as long as thirty seconds. Although 
the fighting was confined largely to the males, the females were not 
entirely passive and at times also drove off the strangers. By the third 
day the frequency of fighting decreased and it appeared as if some order 
had been established in the system.
The animals were now checked during late morning or early 
afternoon. This time was chosen because activity was minimal and it was 
a simple matter to walk among the runways and lower the doors in the nest 
boxes without disturbing the animals. After all the animals were locked 
in the nest boxes, each box was removed from the runway and placed in an
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enclosed metal barrier for checking. The condition and location of each 
animal was noted and all the mice, two weeks or older had their toes 
clipped and their ears punched for further identification. Wood shavings 
and nesting materials were supplied if needed, the animals were replaced 
and the boxes were then returned to their original location. After all 
the boxes had been checked, th'e doors were again opened and the animals 
were allowed to move freely. This procedure usually required one to three 
hours to complete, depending on the number of mice present.
The animals were allowed to reproduce and move freely within 
the system for three months. First weekly and later bi-weekly checks 
revealed the establishment of four distinct territories by the males 
(Fig. kb) . Of the original twelve males introduced, three were killed, 
four became subordinates and the other five were dominant. The criteria 
used for deciding which males were dominant and which were subordinate 
were more stringent than those used by Anderson (1965). Anderson states 
that a single victory is enough to establish dominance. In the present 
study, a male with very few bites was considered to be the victor and 
dominant while severe bites were associated with frequent defeats and 
subordination.
The size of the territory as shown in Fig. Ub was determined by 
keeping a record of the location of the male at each census and then 
drawing a line enclosing all of the boxes in which the animal was found. 
Males 35 an<l 37 occupied the same territory without any visible effects 
of conflicts. This co-dominance ended after three months at which time 
male 35 was badly beaten, either by male 37 or more likely by some of the 
young males present in the area. The distribution of the females and 
subordinate males is shown in Fig. *4-c.
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Three subordinate males were associated with male I7 . During 
the last month, these three males were forced out of the nest boxes and 
were found huddled together in a corner of the runway. At the approach 
of the dominant male they all fled in the opposite direction. Since all 
• were badly beaten it was initially believed that they did not form part 
of the breeding unit. However, this point became questionable when female 
10 gave birth to some young with markings resembling those of one of the 
subordinate males.
After a three month period, the 52 adults and 23 infants from 
the A side, as well as male 6 were removed. During the next week, the 
animals associated with male 6 moved to the A side as a unit, except for 
six males who remained together in a box in the old territory. None of 
the animals associated with males 35 and 37 moved into the vacated area 
of A or the partially vacated area of male 6. Considerable fighting was 
observed on the A side and aggressiveness in general increased. A week 
later all of the animals, except three males, had returned to their 
original territory. Two of the males established territories as shown 
in Fig. ^d while the third male was badly beaten. Once the fighting had 
ceased, the females returned to the A side. They moved about freely bet-' 
ween the various territories without being driven off by the males and they 
did not set up territories during the three weeks. This could be due to 
their previous association in the original territory. No animals from the 
territory of male 35 an^ male 37 containing 7^ animals were able to pene­
trate the partially vacated area of male 6.
Five weeks after the removal of the animals, the experiment was
concluded.
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2. Wild Mice
The investigation of the social behaviour of wild animals 
captured on Farm A was carried out using the population cages previously 
described. To permit the animals to become well acquainted with the new 
environment, the following procedure was used.
A single male was placed in each of five nest boxes with four 
females being placed in each of the remaining three boxes on both the A 
and B sides (Fig. 5a)» After 7 days, all the doors were opened and the 
animals were free to roam in the runways. These new and unfamiliar sur­
roundings caused considerable movement and therefore the connection bet­
ween sides A and B was left closed for an additional five days. After 
these five days, activity in the system decreased and so the connection 
between the two sides was opened. A census was carried out initially, 
before the doors to the nest boxes were opened, and again before the con­
nection between the two sides was opened.
The wild animals displayed the same initial exploratory activity
noted in the pilot study. As before, both males and females explored the 
territory but fighting again was mainly confined to the males. During the 
first week, the considerable fighting resulted in the death of males 2kl  
and 2h5. The rest of the males, with the exception of male 13 who died of 
wounds four weeks after the start of the experiment, survived until the 
end of the experiment. At the termination (100 days) the distribution of 
the animals was identical to the distribution two weeks after the start of 
the experiment.
As seen in Fig. 5^, four dominant males emerged and set up 
territories while the three remaining males were badly beaten and 
remained in the territories shown. Males 35 and 38 protected territories
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which appeared to overlap. These two males were; however, never found 
together and the overlap may be due to a shift in the position of the 
territory during the experiment. Each dominant male had several females 
associated with him in his territory and in all cases, except the three 
shown, this association remained unchanged for the duration of the experi­
ment. The few females that moved to another territory did not venture 
back into the old territory. No visible rejection of the females was 
observed in the new territory and it appeared as though they became part 
of the family unit. Since none of the litters survived, the experiment 
was terminated.
The two points of interest in this experiment were: (l) unlike
the pilot experiment, three females changed territories, and (2) except for 
‘this :the animals captured in the wild behaved in a manner similar to that 
of laboratory reared animals.
5 . Additional Experiments using genetic markers
(a) Grey-bellied Females with Yellow-bellied and Brachy Males
The previous experiments were terminated at the end of a three 
month period. To observe the social behaviour of mice allowed to reproduce 
for a longer period of time, the experiments were repeated with several 
modifications. In order to obtain information about genetic exchange 
between established demes, grey-bellied females were used on both sides 
with yellow-bellied males on the B side and brachy males on the A side.
Mice were introduced as shown in Fig. 6a according to the pro­
cedure described on page k-5 for the wild animals. Similar to the previous 
results, considerable fighting occurred during the first week after the 
doors to the nest boxes were opened. Two males on the B side displayed 
inordinate aggressiveness and this resulted in the death of males 12 and
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13 as well as females 1; 2; 3 and 1*, all of which were introduced in the 
same area. During the next several weeks, the excessive fighting forced 
the remaining eight females to aggregate in a single box. Males ll* and l6 
were found together in a box at the beginning but within 16 weeks, male ll* 
was badly beaten and was driven into the B7, B8 territory for the duration 
of the experiment.
Similar results were obtained on the A side. Male 76 defeated 
males 15 and 25 and the three along with females 5; 6, J and 9 remained 
in one territory. No litters survived in this area throughout the experi­
ment, probably due to the fighting between the males. As on the B side, 
the eight females originally placed in Al and A7 spent the first two months 
together, either in Al or A2, a territory defended by male 10. Male 20 
remained alone during this two month period. After this time litters were 
dropped in the male 10 area and from this time on, the females and young 
dispersed over the entire male 10- and male. 20-defended areas. However, 
none of these females or offspring ever entered the territory defended by male 76.
The territories established by the males (Fig. 6b) within the 
first couple of weeks remained unchanged during the eight month 'duration 
of the experiment. Fighting among the males in the established territories 
was slight until about the 165th day of the experiment at which time the 
oldest litter was 120 days old. This fighting may be due to the aggressive­
ness displayed by the young males along with the fact that the population size 
had reached. 325 mice. It was after this period that considerable mortality 
of infants, young and adults, was observed.
The role of females in territorial defence was also sought and 
the female territories established can be seen in Fig. 6c. A four box 
territory defended by male j 6  contained only the seven original animals
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while the adjacent four boxes contained 168 animals. No movement between 
these two territories had previously been detected. All of the males were 
removed from the territory of male "j6, leaving only the four females in 
this territory. During the next month no animals entered this sparsely 
inhabited area even thou^i the area defended by male 10 was very crowded 
and considerable fighting was observed in it. In the fifth week after 
the removal of the males, a single male entered the area of male "j6 but 
he was not found in the same box as the females. At the termination of 
the experiment, six weeks after the removal of the original males, 12 
adult males, seven of which moved from the B side, occupied box A5. Each 
of these males was severely beaten probably as a result of fighting because 
of the switch in sides or the males were beaten and driven out of the 
territory by the dominant males. It therefore appears that the defence 
of a territory by females is only temporary and not as effective as that 
of males.
Before this incidence of territorial change, a single two week 
old brachy female was found on the B side, 136 days after the start of 
the experiment. Since only one brachy young was located in the nest box, 
the conclusion was reached that this was not the result of a genetic 
exchange due to interbreeding but only a rare case of a young animal 
becoming lost and being accepted in another territory. This female 
remained unharmed on the B side until the end of the experiment but did 
not produce any offspring.
The population in the last experiment was allowed to increase 
over a nine month period with an unlimited supply of feed and water} in 
an attempt to find out what happens to the breeding units. Graph 1 shows 
the population growth curve and Graph 2 shows the percentages of. the various
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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age groups found in the system. In the present study, the population 
growth began to level off at approximately kOO animals or 10 animals per 
square foot. Removal of ij-0 adults, for the establishement of another 
experiment, resulted in the dip observed in the adult curve of Graph 2.
The percentage of adults gradually increases after three months while the 
other age groups level off in the 10 to-20 per cent range. As the density 
of mice increased, litter survival decreased until at the end very few 
litters survived.
At the end of 250 days all mice were killed and carefully 
examined for bites and scars. Table 13 shows the distribution and condition 
of all animals older than eight weeks. Very few adult males were free of 
bites (51) and of these animals 21 had just turned eight weeks and there­
fore only pO males could be considered to be in good condition. Many of 
the males had bites (6 2.8$) while very few adult-females (1.8$) were bitten. 
This seems to indicate that the competition for territory is between males 
only and that females may be bitten occasionally perhaps due to false 
identity. These results are similar to those found by Rowe et. al., (196^), 
in the various densely populated corn ricks.
A  shift of dominance occurred in the territories. Three of the 
five males which originally established territories, remained alive until 
the end but each one of them was severely beaten and therefore they were 
considered to have lost their dominance through fighting and they were 
then part of the group of subordinate males. After the initial female 
mortality, 18 of the remaining 20 survived until the end of the experiment,
(b) Use of Both Yellow-bellied and Brachy Males on Each Side
The previous experiment showed that there was no genetic exchange 
between the two sides. The following experiment was carried out to see
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TABLE 13
Distribution and Condition of Adult Animals at Termination
Box
No.
Females Males
TOTALNo
B ite s
1-10
B ite s
No
B ite s
1-10
B ite s
11-25
B ite s
Badly
Beaten
A l 7 0 2 0 1 0 10
; A2 12 0 19+ 7 6 1 ^5
A3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 '
A2 0 0 0 0 0 %
A5 0 0 0 1 1 10 12
a 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A7 9 0 1 2 1 1 I k
A8 5 . 0 5 5 1 5 17
A runway 5 0 0 0 0 5 8
B1 2 0 0 0 1 2 5
B2 17 0 1 0 1 0 19
. S3 2 0 0 2 1 1 6
b4 15 0 k 1 0 1 19
B5 10 1 k 1 1 1 18
B 6 21 1 10* 1 0 1 3k
B7 16 0 5 5 1 2 27
b8 2 0 1 l 2 6 12
B runway k. 0 1 2 k k 15
127 2 51 £7 21 2 i i
+ lit- ju s t  
^  7 ju s t
turned
turned
62.8$ male
8 weeks 
8 weeks
s b it te n
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if this lack of exchange was partly due to the single connection between 
the two sides or if it was also found if two males of different phenotypes 
established territories on the same side. Information was also sought about 
the role of subordinate males in the contribution of the gene pool, for 
this reason, three yellow-bellied and three brachy males as well as 14 
grey-bellied females were introduced on each side according to the previous 
procedure (Fig. 7a on Page 50).
Three males were killed in the first two weeks and the rest set 
up two box territories (Fig. 7*0 . During the initial phase of the experi­
ment it was impossible to determine which males were dominant. After two 
months, males 4, 135 an<* 170 were also killed, thus leaving male 2 (yellow- 
bellied) and male 241 (brachy) on the B side with males 22 (brachy), 165 
(brachy), 122 (yellow-bellied) and I36 (yellow-bellied) on the A side. All 
of the surviving males remained in the same territory in which they were 
found earlier. Females occupied larger territories (Fig. 7c) and the 
association with this territory remained stable except in the three cases 
shown on the A side. As shown the female territories coincided with the 
territories defended by males of a single genotype i.e. no female territory 
overlapped territories protected by both brachy and yellow-bellied males.
Female IO3 moved over into the territory defended by male 165.
A month later she returned to box A5 and gave birth to a litter 'containing 
three brachy infants. The infants survived and the young remained in the 
area. This was the only record of genetic exchange due to interbreeding.
All other territories yielded only young that were of the same phenotype 
as the dominant male in the area. This held true for three months at 
which time the experiment was terminated. At the end, side A contained 
177 mice and side B, 122 mice. The rapid growth of the population may be
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due to the fact that animals used for the initial population were removed 
from another similar system.
k. Introduction of Foreign Animals
To obtain more information about the relationship of migrants 
and members of established demes, the following experiments were conducted. 
A system of nest boxes and runways, similar to the system previously des­
cribed, was used. However, instead of sixteen nest boxes, a smaller 
system of eight nest boxes was set up. The two sides were connected by a 
short six inch runway giving a total runway length of 50 feet.
Two pairs of animals were released on each side of the system.
The doors and the connection remained open. For a period of one week 
the animals were allowed to become established, following which a census 
was taken. As shown in Table 1^, in three out of the five experiments 
carried out, three of the four males were killed while none of the females 
were even injured. In one case all eight animals survived; while in the 
other, three males and two females survived.
Foreign animals from the stock colony were introduced into the 
established systems and the following observations were recorded. At the 
beginning, one 'migrant’ at a time .was added. Within five minutes after 
the introduction, the resident animals, both male and female, began to 
investigate. Immediately after the discovery of the intruder, severe 
fighting by the male and occasionally the female occurred. The fights 
were persistent and resulted in the migrant fleeing with the resident in 
pursuit. Limited space and cover enabled the resident to relocate the 
intruder without difficulty. During the first hour as many as fifteen 
encounters were recorded. The encounters were fierce and sometimes a 
single fight lasted as long as 30 seconds. Repeated attacks exhausted
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE 14 
Fate of Resident Animals
Expt. No.
Animals Introduced Animals Surviving-1"
Male Female Male Female
1 4 4 1 4
2 4 ' 4 5 2
5 4 4 1 4
4 4 4 1 4
5 4 4 4 4
+ Animals present before foreign animals were introduced
Fate of
TABLE 15 
Introduced Animals
Number
Added
Total
Number
Number
Killed*
Percent. 
Killed*
Average No. of 
Days Required 
for Death*
Male 14 14 100
One
Female 6 5 85
1 .8
Male 0 0 0
Two
Female 4 '4 , 100 . 2.5
Male 8 6 75
Four Female 8 4 50
ir\ 
1
Male 22 20 91 2.5
TOTAL Female 18 15 72 5-9
+ Within three weeks after introduction
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the migrant and as a result he would flee, without any resistance, at the 
approach of a resident mouse. If on occasions the migrant was unable to 
escape from further encounters, it assumed a stance on the hind legs with 
both feet raised in front. This "submissive posture" (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 
1950) seemed to protect the migrant. The resident would not attack at this 
time but remained nearby, highly excited and rattling his tail on the wire 
mesh. As soon as the migrant discontinued the stance and turned to run, 
the chase continued. After repeated onslaughts the migrant was unable to 
escape because of complete exhaustion and soon he would fall over on his 
side, lying in the runway. Once victory had advanced to this stage, the 
resident would cease attacking and return to his nest box. In the case of 
single introductions, in eighty per cent (15 out of 19) of the cases, death 
followed within twelve hours after introduction.
To see the effect of mass migration, the number of animals 
introduced at one time was increased first to two and then to four. It is 
possible that the animals in these cases survived because the resident 
male, who was involved in most of the fights, also received his share of 
wounds and therefore was not strong enough to kill all four animals. There 
was fighting, however, and the migrants were inflicted with wounds even 
though they were not killed. In the two cases where more than one male 
remained there did not seem to be a higher percentage of deaths. The 
attack by resident animals was not restricted to male migrants. Females 
were also attacked and killed but a higher percentage of females survived 
(Table 15).
Studies by Davis (1958) and others reveal that victory in combat 
is favoured by familiarity with the area, previous experience of victory, 
as well as the presence of familiar mice. Burt (I9U0 ) states that migrant
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animals are at a great disadvantage in a new environment. Since the in­
troduced animals could be considered to be at a similar disadvantage, it 
was decided to connect two established systems and observe the results.
A fifty foot runway crossing back and forth, was placed between the two 
identical systems of 'Experiment Four and Five1 (see Table 1^). This 
distance did not act as a barrier between the two systems. Within one 
hour the animals explored all of it and moved without hesitation from one 
end to the other, but did not enter the territory of the other system. If 
two animals from the different systems met, they would immediately return 
to their place of origin.
After a day the food and water was removed from the system con­
taining the eight animals, leaving the only source in the nest boxes 
defended by a single male and four females at the end of the runway. The 
resident male of 'Experiment Four' drove the animals away and within two 
days, two of the intruding males were killed. As the drive for food 
became more persistent, the frequency of fighting increased and five days 
after the removal of the food the resident male was killed. The two migrant 
males and the four females settled in the half of the system containing the 
food. They remained in that half without any observable mixing with the 
four resident females for the next two weeks at which time the experiment 
was terminated.
D. Discussion
Laboratory studies showed that males set up discrete territories 
in all cases, whether the males were initially confined in a certain nest 
box or allowed to move about immediately after introduction. Within a 
certain area, generally four nest boxes, there was a struggle between the 
males and the victor emerged as the dominant male of that particular
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
territory. Each dominant male usually had from two to five females and 
possibly one or two subordinate males in the territory thus forming a 
family or breeding unit which remained stable for a considerable length 
of time under these particular conditions. Some areas were very crowded 
while others were almost vacant but this apparently did not influence the 
territorial defence since in one case seven animals successfully defended 
their territory against 168 mice in the adjacent area.
Females also tended to set up territories but these were not as 
effective as the male territories. The role of the females in the defence 
of their territory was, however, not passive since they were noted driving 
off foreign animals and in one case, successfully defendihg::a:.territory :for 
five weeks without the presence of any males. Females, however, were not 
known to move into a new area, establish a territory and then defend it 
against any males.
There were several incidences of female movement between established 
male territories. Perhaps their movement was controlled by the territories 
set up by the females themselves. In the several cases or perhaps only one 
case, where females moved readily between the territories of two males, it 
was found that these females had been associated earlier. In the one case, 
a female moved to an adjacent territory, became pregnant and several weeks 
later returned to the old territory shortly thereafter dropping a litter 
containing brachy young in a yellow-bellied territory. This may be one 
possible mechanism for genetic exchange between breeding units. No males 
were able to successfully enter a new deme and therefore the conclusion 
reached by Lewontin and Dunn (i960), about males physically moving to 
transmit the t-aliele to other demes, may be questioned.
The experiment with the wild born animals yielded results
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similar to those found with laboratory reared animals. One difference 
was the fact that the fighting between males seemed to be more severe and 
this may have been the cause of death of all the litters.
The introduction experiments lend further support for the for­
mation of discrete territories which are fiercely defended. The migrant 
animal was beaten in all cases and in ^Vja of the cases the males and in 
78$ the females were killed.
The population growth curve and the age structure curve shows 
that the population increases to a certain point and then begins to level 
off. This may be due to lack of nest space and the increased conflict 
between maturing males. The conflict results in high litter mortality 
and for this reason the percentage of adults present increases.
From the present study it was difficult to obtain an estimate 
of an effective breeding deme size. The value of the present study lies 
in the fact that it has been possible to show the formation of discrete 
territories established by the males. These territories remain stable 
throughout a generation .and even from one generation to the next’with 
limited genetic exchange between established territories primarily due to 
female movement.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OF POPULATION STRUCTURING IN MUS MUSCULUS
Under natural conditions, a large population of an organism 
seldom turns out to be a single breeding unit, but is rather subdivided 
into smaller subpopulations each being a breeding unit.by itself. This 
subdivision may result from a variety of physical and biological causes. 
Whatever the cause, subdivisions in the population are important in 
evolution of the total population.
Sewell Wright has been largely responsible for the formulation 
of the effects of isolation in quantitative terms and the theoretical 
consequences of mating systems other than random are discussed in "Systems 
of Hating" (Wright, 1921). The inbreeding coefficient (F), postulated 
by Wright (1922) can be considered a measure of'the departure from the 
amount of homozygosis under random mating toward complete homozygosis’'.
It therefore is a measure of the. subdivision in: a population and an F of 
greater than zero suggests that.the samples from the various localities came 
from a number of small panmictic units instead of a single large unit.
Wright (19^5) showed the possible relationship of the inbreeding 
coefficient (F), the effective population size of a panmictic unit (Ng) 
and the degree of genetic exchange or migration (m) between such' units by 
developing two models based on radically different causes of structuring.
A. Island Model of Population Structuring
In this model, the species is divided into a large number of 
small, randomly breeding units, isolated from one another by distinct
6k
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barriers. By the method of path coefficients, Wright (1951) arrived at 
the following formula to explain the relationship of F, Ng and m in the 
small unit system.
F - {1 “ m)2/[2Ne - (2Ne - l)(l - m)2]
If the rate of migration is low, then
F = 1/4 Nem + 1 approximately
Complete isolation of finite populations (m = 0) results in F 
approaching one while for a completely large random mating population F 
= 0 .
B. Isolation by Distance Model
In this model there is no physical fragmentation of the population 
into subgroups. The population is considered to be of uniform density with 
the limits of a randomly mating unit (deme) determined by the average dis­
persal distance of the individuals under a set of existing conditions such 
as density and availability of suitable habitat. Although semi-discrete 
clusters of individuals may not exist, the probability of mating of two 
widely separated individuals may be very low just because of their remote­
ness.
P  V Ne
For this model Wright's formula, F = l - [ l - ( l - m ) ]  ,
gives the relationship between the three parameters being sought.
In the present study, the examination of various loci, two have 
revealed fewer heterozygotes than would be expected under the Hardy- 
Weinberg Equilibrium. A number of different causes can be proposed to 
explain the deficiency at the Hb and Es_ loci but only one, population 
structuring, should affect the loci in the same manner. The minimum
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| estimates for the inbreeding coefficient (f ) obtained by using:•
i
where H is fcterozygotes expected and HQ is heterozygotes observed, 
gave a quantitative measure of structuring.
An examination of the Hb locus at Farm A revealed F = 0.12. 
Migration studies indicated a physical migration rate of 0.07. Using this 
information, it is possible to calculate the effective breeding size of 
a deme. If Wright's "Island Model" is assumed to be the situation in 
nature, the F = \Jh N m + 1 yields an effective population size of a deme 
to be 2p. The B farmstead yields F = 0.20 for the Hb locus. A pooled 
Farm A, Farm B estimate is 0.15 for the Hb locus. An examination of 
Es-2 locus yields anF =-0..15.. By using the two extremes of the inbreeding 
coefficient obtained Ne lies between lh and 2 5. If the isolation by 
distance model applies, the range is 9 to 16.
Petras (19&5) shows the relationship of F, m and Ne for Wright's 
two models. From his data he obtained an effective size range from 6-80 
for the island and 8-20 for the isolation by distance model. These 
extremes are obtained by using the range of migration rates reported in 
the literature (0.02 - 0.20). The same graph reveals that as the inbreedin 
coefficient increases, the size of the panir.ictic unit decreases and vice 
versa.
Earlier the point was made that perhaps the population of mice 
in the Farm B rabbit hutch approached the situation of a single deme.
Using Wright's formula for effective size calculations: Ne = k /l^
+ Nq (N^ = number of adult males and = number of adult females),
Ne = 20. This is very close to the estimate obtained from Wright's models.
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I If Ne = 20 and since the Hb locus yields an inbreeding coeffi-
i
cient of 0.20 at Farm B, then m = 0.05, again in the range of physical 
migration recorded at Farm A. This suggests, as would be expected, that
j
the actual genetic exchange (migration rate per generation) is less than 
the physical rate detected by trap-and-release methods.
Ecologic evidence is in agreement with the conclusions about 
population structuring drawn from the genetic data. The extensive 
trapping programme at Farm A revealed that structuring on the farm was not 
only apparent between buildings but definitely within buildings also.
These conclusions can be supported by the small distances travelled by 
the mice in the corn crib as well as the barn. Population cage studies 
suggest that the structuring within a single building or structure 
is behavioural resulting from the establishment of distinct territories.
What then, from genetical, ecological and population cage studies 
can be said about the general concept of a Mus population and what is its 
significance? The field and laboratory data suggest that the commensal 
house mouse forms small panmictic units or demes which are isolated from 
one another mainly as a result of social behaviour. Although unsuitable 
habitats and physical distance act as barriers:, they are not of primary 
importance in keeping the units separated.
Brown (1955) describes two types of breeding populations asso­
ciated with the house mouse living in farm buildings: permanent and
transient. For example the populations living in Farm B barn and rabbit 
hutches could be considered permanent while those in the corn cribs and 
the fields are probably transient, that is, having an annual turnover. Rowe 
et. al. (I965) and Petras (1965) also discuss various levels of population 
structuring.
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From my ecological, genetical and population cage studies I 
would consider the following events to occur in a corn crib population 
in Essex County, an example of a disruptive situation.
After the corn is harvested and added to the corn crib in late 
September or early October, mice from the fields, which now lack cover 
and food, seek shelter in the.corn crib. Since house mice were captured 
only in the fields surrounding the buildings, it would not be too dif­
ficult for them to move the short distance into the crib. It is during 
the establishment of these founder populations that the migration rate or 
genetic exchange could be assumed to take place. During the first week 
several males and females may enter the corn crib. Males fight for a 
territory and establish one during this initial phase of infestation.
Trap-and-release data, as well as population cage data, indicate that it 
is possible for a number of males, depending probably on the size of the 
corn crib, with the aid of females, to set up and defend territories in a 
particular corn crib. Population cage studies suggest that these terri­
tories are stable and no male migrants, and only possibly some female 
migrants, are accepted in the established territories. Territoriality 
results in a non-random distribution of individuals in a population.
It also aids in keeping the population size at a level where the supporting 
resources of the environment (food, nest, space, etc.) are not strained 
or entirely consumed.
It is highly unlikely, due to severe cold and .the constant con­
flict between males, that any litters survive in the fall. In the late 
winter and early spring, once the weather becomes warmer and the ter­
ritories are well established, breeding resumes and the population 
increases according to the typical sigmoid growth curve. Even though the
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;] population size of a, single deme may be very high, there still is probably
i
| no genetic exchange between established demes. By this time the young
I males have matured and begin to display their sexual drive. The dominant
/ •
j males will fight off as many as possible and the younger males either become
I subordinates or are forced to leave. In this manner a dispersing component
is added as a result of territoriality. Laboratory studies indicate that 
fighting increased considerably after the young were three months old and 
after the density was fairly high. Not all dominant males remain dominant 
and a shift of dominance may occur .
Sex ratio studies substantiate the hypothesis that mainly young 
adult males are driven out. For instance, in the corn crib, the sex ratio 
favours adult females while in the field more adult: males than females 
were found.
In July or August the corn is sold and the crib is emptied.
■ Animals present at the time either fall prey to predators or they are able 
to hide in various places until the new crop of corn is harvested. On 
Farm B the numerous small rabbit hutches located near the corn cribs, 
seem like an ideal spot for the displaced mice. In the re-establishing 
of a new population, because only a limited number of mice are involved, 
genetic drift can occur. Also in the re-entry, territoriality is not 
immediately established and so members of a number of demes can be in­
volved in the formation of a new breeding unit. Stable situations, 
such as the Farm B barn, are not subjected to such severe disruptive 
procedures and therefore breeding units remain more or less intact, 
severely hampering the exchange of genetic material.
Wright (1959) sums up the value of breeding structure of pop­
ulations to evolution in the following words: "Isolation may be con-
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sidered the dominating evolutionary factor. In a large population sub­
divided into numerous small partially isolated groups, the combination of 
directed and random divergencies in gene frequencies, subject to inter­
group, as well as intragroup selection, gives a trial and error mechanism 
under which the species may evolve continually even without secular changes 
in conditions. A certain degree of partial isolation of local populations 
within a large species seems to provide the most favourable conditions for 
evolutionary advance."
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY
1. Ecologic and genetic information was used to study population 
structuring in the house mouse (Mus muscuius).
2. Sex-ratios of adult.animals captured on four farms in Essex 
County, Ontario, showed a significant deviation from the 1:1 expected.
In the buildings, adult females outnumbered adult males 300:225 while in 
the fields adult males outnumbered adult females 6 3:2 3.
3 . Movement data obtained by trap-and-release methods showed that 
the average distance travelled between recaptures in the corn crib was 
2.9 feet, barn 18.6 feet with the longest recorded field movement being 
U-00 feet. During the late fall there was limited movement 7$ (6/8 5) bet­
ween buildings and fields. Some of the animals were found to remain in
a building as long as one year.
ij-. Four of the seven loci examined revealed the existence of oli­
gogenic polymorphisms. These were the Hb locus, the Es-2 locus, the Ea-1 
locus and A locus. The overall frequencies of the less common alleles at 
these loci are: O.O'jb t  .009 for the Hb^ allele; 0,235 t .019 f°r the Es-2a
allele; ard, 0.017 1 .005 f°r the A^ allele. The Ea-1 locus revealed the freqjency 
of tie blood groups as being: Ea-la = .172 •'fc.002; Ea-1 = .259^ .026 and Ea-1 = 
.569 t  .0 3 0. Variations in the allelic frequencies between localities were 
discovered with the range of the less common allele being: 0 .159 to 0 .0 2 6  
for the Hbd allele; 0 .36^ to 0.0^9 f°r the Es-2a allele and 0.123 to 0.000 
for the AW allele. Evidence is presented in favour of genetic drift over
71
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I selection as the explanation for the differences in allelic frequencies
I between localities.
1
j
| 5. The Hb and Es-2 loci revealed a deficiency of heterozygotes
which can be best explained by population structuring and the associated 
gametic correlation. Estimates of inbreeding coefficients obtained for 
these two loci in the various localities ranged from 0 .1 2 to. 0 .2 0. ^his,
! along with the 0.Cfj migration rate, yielded an effective deme size of 9
to 23 animals by the use of Wright's population models.
6 . Laboratory studies with population cages showed that dominant 
males set up discrete, stable territories which were fiercely defended. 
Females were not passive but also set up territories. These were not as 
effective as the male territories. No movement between established demes 
was detected except in the case of a single female. This, together with 
the introduction of foreign animals into established demes in which case 
91$ of the males and 72$ of the females were killed, leads to the conclusion 
that there is very limited genetic exchange between established demes. 
Genetic exchange in nature may occur.mainly during the formation of 
new demes.
5. Also discussed were the general population structure of commensal 
rodent populations and the value of the small breeding units in evolution.
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